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Get a FREE collection of 
Classic Stampin’ Pads* 
(a $49.95 us/$64.95 can 
value!) just for hosting a 
$450 us/$575 can party.
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Plan your party today!

»Click here to learn more.

*Excludes Neutrals Collection
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Need A freSh TAke oN décor? Look 
To oUr deSIgNer SerIeS PAPer. 

Making storage spaces, like bookcases, 
look new and creative can be a bit 
challenging. First, you need to spruce up 
a stuffy bookcase and then tackle the 
books that never coordinate. Instead of 
calling the publishing house about their 
cover designs, create your own! Our 
artist used our inspiring Designer Series 

tip: You can find wood crates 
at craft or hardware stores, or for 
free at warehouses or online.

Designer Series Paper • 2012–
2013 annual catalog • p. 162–165  

The basics of this project are really  
simple, giving you time for artistry. 
•  Stack several crates on top of each 

other to build an asymmetrical 
bookcase—let’s face it, stackable 
storage is the best solution for 
dorm rooms and small rooms.

•  Change the book covers with 
the season. Our Designer Series 
Paper is always bright and trendy 
so you never have to search for 
color or ideas.

•  Embellish your book covers with 
punches, stamps, and die cuts. 

After you’ve revived your bookcase, 
consider what other corners and 
spaces in your home you can turn 
from drab to fab.    

Paper to dress up her books,  
turning boring storage to chic  
décor in minutes!

how to:  
• Paint an empty wood crate.

•   Choose a few books you’d like 
to re-cover and cut your favorite 
Designer Series Paper to the height 
of the book. You’ll usually need 
more than one sheet of paper.

•  Score the Designer Series Paper 
at 2" on either side for the flaps 
of the cover so you don’t have to 
adhere the paper to the book.

one space at a time
do it yourself

crate and books
Morning Post Alphabet Stamp Set; Summer Starfruit 
and Whisper White Card Stock; 2012–2014 In 
Color® Designer Series Paper Stack; Comfort Café, 
Howlstooth & Scaringbone, and Orchard Harvest 
Designer Series Paper; First Edition Specialty 
Designer Series Paper; Pinwheels on Parade Simply 
Scrappin’®; Basic Gray Classic Stampin’ Pad®; Silver 
Mini Brads; Stampin’ Dimensionals®; Fancy Flower 
and 1-1/4" Scallop Circle Punches; Itty Bitty Shapes 
Punch Pack; Big Shot™; Typeset Alphabet Bigz™ 
Dies; hot glue; sewing machine and thread
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make it a sweet, 
sweet season
Exchanging treats is a time-honored holiday tradition. 
You could put your scrumptious, so-glad-you’re-in-my-
life treats on a paper plate and take them to your 
friends and neighbors. Or you could put them in 
beautifully decorated cookie envelopes and include a 
handcrafted card that you whipped up in a minute. 
Which treatment do your treats deserve?

That’s right—they deserve to be in packaging you create 
using the Season of Sweets Designer Kit. Each $8.95 us/ 
$10.95 can kit contains 12 treat envelopes and 12 food- 
safe cellophane bags, with card stock stickers for 
decorating envelopes or cards.

It’s easy to assemble and decorate an envelope, complete 
with treat (like cookies made with the Holidays Sweet 
Pressed Cookie Stamps, item 125152). Or you can make 
cards using the kit. (One kit will make quite a few cards, 
making it an economical choice for you.)

Point out how easy it is to create handmade cards and 
custom treat packaging. Don’t underestimate the power 
of packaged neighbor treats. You can create fun 
packaging in no time at all, but it will look like you spent 
a lot of time on it. 

merry tag & bag  
Border Banter Stamp Set; Very Vanilla Card Stock; Regals Stampin’ 
Write Markers; Season of Sweets Designer Kit; Cherry Cobbler 
Baker’s Twine

merry note cards and pouch  
Border Banter Stamp Set; Cherry Cobbler and Very Vanilla Card 
Stock; Regals Stampin’ Write Markers; Season of Sweets Designer 
Kit; Cherry Cobbler Baker’s Twine; 1-1/4" Scallop Circle Punch; Merry 
Minis Punch Pack

Use the ornament punch from 
the Merry Minis Punch Pack to 
punch ornaments from the self-
adhesive card stock strips, then 
peel and stick.

To create the scallop border, 
stamp the circle pattern 
from the Border Banter 
Stamp Set, then offset it 
slightly to fill in between 
circles and stamp again. 

The trio of berries also 
makes a cute petite heart.

The neutral color of the 
envelope is perfect for 
year-round and masculine 
projects.

Season of Sweets Designer Kit • 2012–2013 holiday 
catalog • item 126912 • $8.95 us/$10.95 can
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celebrate the season with joyous celebrations
One small set Offers many reasOns tO celebrate

christmas wishes cellophane bag  
Joyous Celebrations Stamp Set; Gumball 
Green, Pool Party, and Raspberry Ripple 
Card Stock; Gumball Green, Pool Party, and 
Raspberry Ripple Classic Stampin’ Pads; 
Rhinestone Basic Jewels; Modern Label 
Punch; Big Shot; Labels Collection Framelits 
Dies; Designer Frames Textured Impressions 
Embossing Folder 

joy card (4-1/4" x 5-1/2")  
Joyous Celebrations and You’re Amazing 
Stamp Sets; Pool Party, Raspberry Ripple, 
and Very Vanilla Card Stock; Gumball Green 
Core’dinations™ Card Stock; Gumball Green 
and Raspberry Ripple Classic Stampin’ 
Pads; Linen Thread; Naturals Designer 
Buttons; Stampin’ Dimensionals; Blossom 
and Extra-Large Oval Punches; Big Shot; 
Holiday Frame Textured Impressions 
Embossing Folder 

december 25 card (5-1/2" x 4-1/4") 
Joyous Celebrations Stamp Set; Gumball 
Green, Raspberry Ripple, and Very Vanilla 
Card Stock; Natural Composition Specialty 
Designer Series Paper; Gumball Green and 
Raspberry Ripple Classic Stampin’ Pads; 
Whisper White Craft Stampin’ Ink Refill; 
Rhinestone Basic Jewels; Stampin’ 
Dimensionals; Ornament Punch; Big Shot; 
Framed Tulips Textured Impressions 
Embossing Folder; rubbing alcohol

Joyous Celebrations Stamp Set • 2012–2013 holiday catalog • item 128066  $22.95 us/$27.95 can • item 128069  $15.95 us/$19.95 can • Set of 9

If you’ve ever wanted a one-size-
fits-all Christmas solution then 
the Joyous Celebrations Stamp 
Set is for you. If you need to 
make holiday tags, grab Joyous 
Celebrations. Want to create 
ornaments or other gifts? Reach 
for Joyous Celebrations. Want  
to add a personal touch to 
packaging . . . Well, you get  
the idea.

As you’ve already surmised, 
there’s a lot to like about this set. 
The images are bold, nicely sized 
for tags, ornaments, and cards, 
and there are plenty of images 
to choose from. And that makes 
the Joyous Celebrations Set an 
easy buy. If you had to have only 
one Christmas set, this is the one! 
It coordinates with many of our 
must-have accessories. Try the 
images on their own or embellished 
with glitter, pearls, or rhinestones.

Stamp your favorite image inside 
the oval image and cut it out using 
the Extra-Large Oval Punch. Then 
you can use the image in a variety 
of ways: punch a hole in the end 
to create a tag; layer it to create a 
focal point on your card (as shown 
on the Joy card); frame it to make 
a holiday ornament. And those are 
only a few of the possibilities. This 
stamp set will make your holiday 
celebrations truly joyous indeed. 

See how well this set works with the Holiday 
Frame embossing folder and Extra-Large Oval 
Punch. Try it yourself.
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Outlined image has a coordinating 
punch (sold separately)  

stampinup.comstampinup.com

Create the spattered look as shown on the 
background of this card by mixing ink from 
a Whisper White Craft Ink Refill with rubbing 
alcohol. This gives the ink a nice texture for 
the spattering technique. 
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Like what you see? 
This is just a small sampling of the magazine our demonstrators receive every other month. 

our bimonthly Stampin’ Success magazine is filled with project ideas, business ideas, advice, 
and recognition for our demonstrators. If you want to see more ideas call your demonstrator and 
plan a party. you can gather your friends for a girls’ night out. And if you want to receive the full 
magazine in the mail every other month she can help you join. Just ask.  

At Stampin’ Up! we’re all about creativity. Try us out. 
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